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REGHARDT WESSELS | LLB, North-West University (Potchefstroom)
Reghardt is a new-generation attorney with a modern outlook on legal solutions
who started his professional legal career in 2010. Currently, his primary focus is
Commercial Litigation. He assertively represents his clients, he is very pragmatic
and will cut to the core of a matter quickly. His values, unique style and resultdriven approach inspired a break away to establish his own practice. His client
base grew at a rapid pace and the team expanded, from where Wessels Immink
Botha Incorporated (WIB Attorneys) was established.

WOUTER BOTHA| LLB, North-West University (Potchefstroom)
Wouter oversees a vast portfolio of High Court litigious matters. He has
distinguished himself as a talented young litigator and commercial attorney, who
by virtue of his diligence and passion for the law, has been successful against
firms ten times our size. In addition to assisting clients with their legal issues, Wouter
enjoys understanding client’s business goals and places great value on
relationships with clients. His verve and dedication are evident through the
outcome of his work.
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COMMERCIAL
Commercial, contractual and corporate law refers to the relevant laws and
legislation that determine the rights, relations and conduct of natural and legal
persons engaged in commerce, merchandising, trade and sales (to name but
a few) and govern disputes arising out of ordinary and complex transactions
such as the aforementioned. We assist clients with all commercial and
corporate aspects of their business. Our services are not limited to the drafting
and settlement of a composite range of commercial contracts but also include
advising on the tax and other implications of commercial transactions and
conducting due diligence investigations in association with various external
consultants and counsel. We also offer a comprehensive statutory and
company secretarial function that is tailored to each client’s expectations,
including lodgment of any and all company documentation at CIPC. We also
offer assistance with the structuring and incorporation of foreign companies.

LITIGATION
Litigation is the process of referring a civil lawsuit (legal dispute) to court either
by way of action proceedings (summons) or application proceedings (notice of
motion). Our office may service multiple jurisdictions in Gauteng (Magistrate’s
Courts and High Courts). Having established relationships with correspondent
attorneys across South Africa, we are enabled to litigate throughout the entire
country. Our litigation department is truly one of our flagship departments. We
pride ourselves in our expertise and experience, litigating on behalf of our
extensive and diversified client base, including individuals and corporates. In
addition, we assist with debt collection i.e. the recovery of all monies due, owing
and payable to our clients.

LABOUR LAW
Employment (Labour) Law governs the relationship between employers,
employees, trade unions and the government. This field of law is mainly
governed by the Labour Relations Act 66 of 1995, the Basic Conditions of
Employment Act 75 of 1997 and the Employment Equity Act 55 of 1998. We can
be of assistance by reviewing and drafting employment agreements and
disciplinary codes, assisting with complaints regarding misconduct (including
the drafting of the necessary notices and conducting disciplinary hearings)
and representing clients at the CCMA.

AVIATION
Aviation law is a highly regulated environment dealing with regulations
placed on operators, their aircraft and the facilities that are utilised in the
conducting of their business. Through our team of expert consultants
(including a team with vast experience as pilots, aircraft owners and
operators), we provide a comprehensive aviation service. This experience has
given us a solid understanding of the aviation industry, which allows us to
better understand our clients’ requirements. Due to our firm offering a broad
spectrum of legal services, we are able to advise our clients on various aspects
of the aviation industry, including but not limited to drafting of various aviationrelated agreements and ensuring compliance with the industry’s stringent
legislation and regulations.

PROPERTY
Property Law regulates the rights of people in or over certain objects or things.
It is concerned with a person’s ability to undertake certain actions with certain
kinds of objects in accordance with the relevant laws. Our firm, in association
with a firm purely focusing and specialising in property law, offers a range of
property related services, including the marketing and selling of property
(commercial or residential), registration of property transfers, property
valuations, lease disputes and advising on any property related transaction.

OTHER
We also offer a wide variety of other services, including but not limited to a
range of fiduciary services (registration of trusts, the planning of estates,
drafting of wills, administration of deceased estates), criminal defence law
and the investigation of commercial crimes.
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